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In 1599, when William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar was performed at the new Globe Theatre, Elizabeth I was an aged monarch with no
legitimate heir â€” neither a child of her own nor a named heir. The people of England worried about succession, fully aware of the
power struggles that could take place when men vied for the throne of England. They were also aware of the realities of the violence of
civil strife. It is no surprise, then, that the subject matter of this play was relevant to their concerns, even as the content of this play drew
on and adapted ancient history. In 44 BC, Rome was at Julius Caesar, tragedy in five acts by William Shakespeare, produced in
1599â€“1600 and published in the First Folio of 1623 from a transcript of a promptbook. Based on Sir Thomas Northâ€™s 1579
translation (via a French version) of Plutarchâ€™s Bioi parallÄ“loi (Parallel Lives), the drama takes place in.Â Feedback. Corrections?
Updates? Omissions? Let us know if you have suggestions to improve this article (requires login). Select feedback type: Select a type
(Required) Factual Correction Spelling/Grammar Correction Link Correction Additional Information Other. Submit Feedback. Thank you
for your feedback. Our editors will review what youâ€™ve submitted and determine whether to revise the article. Julius Caesar is a
tragedy, and it deals intensively with politics. Its title has aroused some surprise over the years, since Caesar only appears in a few
scenes (his ghost appears later, but interestingly Plutarch does not even say it is Caesarâ€™s ghost that Brutus sees). It is rather like
calling Macbeth the Tragedy of Duncan. Yet the play does certainly show us the tragedy of Caesar, carried away by his new powers and
killed by his closest friend; and it shows at the same time the tragedy of Brutus, a great man whose rationale for political assassination
leads only to personal and national d

